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INTRODUCTION

arch 2020 was a pivotal moment of new change in the

world of sales. With many countries and states shut

down by stay-at-home orders, our normal way of sales life

was rocked to its very core. Sales professionals who use

face-to-face, handshake, ground game, and give-a-hug

styles of selling had to power pivot to stay in the game.

Three words come to mind: fear, anxiety, and stress.

This book talks about those three words and how this

could impact our success in the selling process.

Energy, family, health, wealth, sex, teeth, faith, and

gratitude are also mentioned in this book. Health is wealth,

and energy is power! Think of the last time you showed

gratitude or did a kind act for someone! How did you feel?

Did you feel amazing? That is the energy and passion you

need to create long-lasting customers. Money will always

come when you give gratitude and come from a place of

energy and passion.

I wrote this book to help sales professionals learn new

techniques and strategies to get them to the top of their

game. I’ll show you how to reach the C-suite faster and

easier than ever before. You’ll also learn to reach new

prospects and close new business to win success.

I hope this book helps sales professionals with tips and

tricks in selling in the new world of sales. Grit and hustle will

never go away. But in this new era of sales, passion,

marketing, and energy will be the keys to survival.
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THIS IS MY STORY

y name is Sue Kouchis, but many people just call me

Sweet Sue. They call me this because they say I’m

someone who is sweet, has amazing energy, and loves life. I

find it rather flattering!

I decided to write this book to share my sales story of

how I became successful during a pandemic. I want to share

it with the world, and I hope that by doing so I can help

others to become better sales professionals, even during a

global crisis.

Many of you reading this will probably ask, “What makes

Sue qualified to write this sales book? Is she making millions

of dollars?” Well, you will never know! A true sales

professional never brags about the money they make.

You’re in control of being healthy and wealthy. This book will

get you started on an amazing path to health, wealth, and

success.

I started in sales thirty-five years ago. It was a time when

companies just gave you your business cards, a phone and

said, “There’s the door. Go sell.”

Some of you will know what I’m talking about. I started

my career in radio sales. Tough job when starting out, but

great experience. I was at a Logistics company for twenty-

five years in sales and held many job titles: local sales,

global sales, national sales, sales manager, and sales

director. Looking back, I’m amazed I stayed and survived

with one company for twenty-five years. I changed jobs and

have been with my present company, RIM Logistics, for five

years.



Behind every great sales professional is a great team.

The team behind you can make or break you. Just recently,

one of my customers had a critical airfreight shipment

coming from Germany to the United States. This was so

critical that if it were not delivered on a Sunday, this would

impact their year-end numbers. As the old saying goes,

everything that could go wrong did. There were Covid

issues, airline outages, and driver delays. Our team was all

hands on deck, and operations monitored this shipment all

day Saturday and into the night. I even went to church and

lit a candle to pray to the freight gods. At 1:00 p.m. on

Sunday, our team delivered the freight. I tell this story

because I was so impressed with our operations and

management team.

They weathered every storm, but hung on and got the

job done. This gives me confidence that our company is the

best at what we do. You must have absolute confidence that

your company or product is the best.

When I started at my new company, I started with zero

revenue. Starting from zero revenue is never a warm and

fuzzy feeling. But when you have a great team behind you,

anything is possible. I must report, since Covid, I’ve had the

best year of my entire career, and I am just getting started.

Before 2018, fear, anxiety, and stress had crippled me in

my selling process. Fear kept me from chasing the big deals.

In my mind, I would tell myself, “I’m not good enough,” or

“I’m not smart enough.” I’m sure some of you reading this

book know what I’m talking about. Well, everything changed

for me in 2018 and also in this past year of Covid. These

changes in my journey have brought me to where I am

today.

This pandemic has given me a new way of selling and

has made me rich with energy and passion. Since the

pandemic, I’ve had explosive growth in my career. I’ve

made many power pivots I want to share.



Yes, I’m afraid some people will judge me for writing this

book or think it’s not very good. I went back and forth many

times on whether I should write and publish it or not. Finally,

I said to myself, “Hell yes! Let’s do this!”

I want to share new tricks and golden nuggets of wisdom

with the world, especially in this new world of selling. I’m

not a writer—just a fifty-nine-year-old sales professional, a

wife, and a mother who wants to help others. This book is

raw, real, and from the heart.

I’d like to say a big thank-you to my loving family for

their help in my journey. I couldn’t have done this without

your unconditional love and support.

Now let’s get to it!
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CHAPTER ONE: GET FIT

ow many sales seminars or books mention fitness and

say that having a healthy mind and body can lead to

being successful? Not many. Many sales books talk about

“killer closes and the best close techniques,” or having the

best IBS (Initial Benefit Statement) as well as many other

buzzwords and processes.

But they don’t talk about what’s real. Anxiety, fear, and

stress are the real killers in life and in the sales process. We

need to destroy these emotions with pure freaking energy

(PFE)!

Moving the body and being hydrated are very important

in maintaining high energy levels. Energy is power and the

golden ticket to success. With a healthy mind and a quick

hit of pure energy, stress, anxiety, and fear will diminish.

Customers are looking for people who have good energy

and who can tell a great story with passion. No one wants to

work with Mickey the Mope—that is, someone with no

energy!

Let’s face it: our traditional style of selling has changed.

So how do you get that burst of energy? Here’s a hint: move

your body. A quick set of ten push-ups, ten sit-ups, and ten

leg crunches can get your energy levels up!

Even standing up and moving your arms quickly in a

runner’s stance will get that energy flowing.

Check out Brian Bradley’s content. Brian has many

exercises for great bursts of energy as well as sitting and

standing exercises: @thebrianbradley.

Did you know starting your morning with a cold shower

increases blood flow, reduces anxiety and stress, and is



great for the immune system? Another great benefit of cold

showers is healthy hair and glowing skin. Plus, it’s free.

FEAR, FEAR, FEAR

Fear is found among all humans. I recently read an

Instagram post from Sara Blakely, founder of Spanx: “The

two things people are most afraid of [are] fear of failure and

fear of being embarrassed,” she said in an Instagram post

she uploaded in October 2020. “I’m constantly working on

both of these fears, so I can live the life I want, free from the

burden of caring [about] what other people think of me.”

Overcoming these fears is “required to pursue your

dreams,” she continues. For her, it takes practice.

Oftentimes Blakely will intentionally do things to

embarrass herself “so that the fear of embarrassment loses

its power over” her.

Reduce fear using a smile! Did you know putting on a

great smile when you’re ready to call a customer or

preparing a personal video can get your energy up? Try it!

Also, standing in a superhero pose can help with creating

positive energy and reducing fear and anxiety.

Experts at Harvard University state that positions like this

decrease the stress hormone cortisol. Cortisol levels can

decrease by up to 25 percent, testosterone can increase by

up to 20 percent, and risk tolerance can increase by up to

33 percent.

Also, an excerpt from Harvard Health Publishing and

Harvard Medical School, posted on March 28, 2016 says:

“Regular exercise such as cycling or gym-based aerobic,

resistance, flexibility, and balance exercises can also reduce

depressive symptoms. Exercise can be as effective as

medication and psychotherapies. Regular exercise may

boost [the] mood by increasing a brain protein called BDNF

that helps nerve fibers grow.



“What is BDNF: Brain-derived neurotrophic factor, or

abrineurin, is a protein that, in humans, is encoded by the

BDNF gene. BDNF is a member of the neurotrophin family of

growth factors, which are related to the canonical nerve

growth factor. Neurotrophic factors are found in the brain

and the periphery.”

So health is wealth in sales! Why don’t sales seminars

talk about this?

Being consistent with your health will pay off big time.

Check out my “Coronamama” workout video on YouTube.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wdcp31uXHl0&t=19s

Search for “Susan Kouchis coronamama” if you can’t access

the link. I have been doing this under-two-minute workout

for years. It gives me a morning burst of energy and is a

great start to my day. Even if your workout is minimal, don’t

worry—you will still see results.

Being consistent with your approach will give you the

momentum you need to build a healthy mind and body.

Remember that health equals wealth. Sales start with a

healthy mind and body.

With that in mind, let’s dive in deeper! Positive thoughts

are important to maintaining a healthy mind.

An excerpt posted by the Mayo Clinic staff says: “Is your

glass half-empty or half-full? How you answer this age-old

question about positive thinking may reflect your outlook on

life, your attitude toward yourself, and whether you’re

optimistic or pessimistic—and it may even affect your

health.

“Indeed, some studies show that personality traits such

as optimism and pessimism can affect many areas of your

health and well-being. The positive thinking that usually

comes with optimism is a key part of effective stress

management. And effective stress management is

associated with many health benefits.”

Keep thinking positive thoughts and fueling your body

with water. This will crush any curveballs thrown at you. You

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wdcp31uXHl0&t=19s


know what I am talking about. We’ve all been there. This will

never change; however, with positive energy, I can say

bring it on!

TEETH AND ORAL HEALTH

One of the secrets to sales success is teeth. Yes, I’m not

kidding.

Make that dentist appointment and be consistent with

your cleanings. Healthy teeth build confidence, which will

help bring home many sales victories. Health is wealth, and

it starts with being hydrated, moving your body, and

maintaining healthy teeth.

I did some research and found that when a dentist looks

in your mouth, they get a glimpse of your overall health.

They can often see indicators of diabetes, heart disease,

dementia, oral cancer, anemia, stress, and eating disorders.

If you don’t believe me, here are the responses of some

of the top dentists on how teeth cleanings can be an easy

ticket to good health and energy: “When I examine a

patient’s mouth, there are a number of things that I am

checking. With the help of x-rays, I obviously check for

cavities, but I am also evaluating their mouth for gum

disease. People with gum disease are more prone to heart

disease, oral cancer, diabetes, stroke, respiratory infections,

and dementia.

“Over half of pregnant women will develop a condition

called pregnancy gingivitis. This condition causes bleeding,

swelling, and redness or tenderness in the gums, and if any

woman suffers from those symptoms, they should see their

dentist more often.

“If I notice that something does not look right, I will refer

a patient to their physician in order to address the problem

early before more serious symptoms have time to develop.

This way a dentist can alert a patient to an underlying



problem that they may not be aware of. Thus, a proper

cleaning and good home care are critical to good overall

health and your general wellbeing” (Dr. Andrew J. Sampalis,

DDS and Associates).

“Health is so much more than being free of disease. It

encompasses mental health, spiritual health, and financial

health. As a dentist, I attend to an intimate, sensitive, and

visible organ of physical health: the mouth! Happy mouths

free of disease lead to happy people.”

“A mouth is so much more than simply ‘teeth and gums!’

The physical elements of the mouth assist with their chief

physiological function: to eat and speak. But a mouth also

produces smiles!”

“A dentist is a ‘smile keeper!’ Mother Theresa believed

that ‘peace begins with a smile.’ The song goes, ‘When

you’re smiling the whole word smiles with you.’ Can a smile

do all that?”

“What does a healthy smile and mouth tell people about

us?

“Recent studies suggest that tooth loss is related to

perceptions of success, job position and financial success.

We lead with our smiles. They welcome people. They disarm

and attract people. They help show kindness and empathy

and understanding to others. Smiles give us confidence and

help us feel good about ourselves.”

“Think of visiting your dentist regularly for your checkup

as another type of healthy spa treatment! Lay back and

relax. Take care of the health of your teeth for a lifetime of

beautiful smiles that are more than just teeth” (Dr. Patricia

Stifter, DDS, Palos Park, Illinois)!

So the lesson here: Don’t skip the dentist. Schedule your

appointment for success!

Yearly health checkups are important as well. Don’t skip

those yearly health checkups! They’re very important to our

positive energy. Early prevention is important in maintaining

a healthy and positive life.
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